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Urban planning in Japan needs to account for the various factors that will affect the social and environmental 
landscape, such as a declining and aging population and the threat of natural disasters, and provide social mechanisms 
capable of addressing these issues. 
To promote urban planning that is sufficiently robust to deal with earthquakes and other natural disasters that could 
affect the natural environment, this study examines the relationship between elements that are strongly characteristic of 
particular localities—topography, place names, and the spatial configuration of Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples—
and flooding caused by the tsunami following the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011. On the basis of the knowledge 
extracted from this investigation, we propose methods of assessment and application for disaster-mitigation urban 
planning. 













































































































































岩手県 宮古市 18,378 643 3.50 
岩手県 大船渡市 19,073 511 2.68 
岩手県 釜石市 13,164 1,234 9.37 
岩手県 大槌町 11,915 1,788 15.01 
宮城県 石巻市 112,276 3,868 3.45 
宮城県 塩竈市 18,718 34 0.18 
宮城県 気仙沼市 40,331 1,394 3.46 
宮城県 名取市 12,155 970 7.98 
宮城県 多賀城市 17,144 189 1.10 
宮城県 東松島市 34,014 1,138 3.35 
宮城県 松島町 4,053 2 0.05 
宮城県 七ヶ浜町 9,149 75 0.82 
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